VILLAGE OF EVENDALE
DEPARTMENT OF THE BUILDING COMMISSIONER

Public Utility
Application for Permit
For Work in Right – of – Way

Date: _______________________
Applicant: _____________________________________ Company: _______________________
Address: ______________________________________ Phone Number: ___________________
Location of Opening: N.  S.  E.  W. side of__________________________________________________
Approximate Distance _______ N.  S.  E.  W. from intersection of _____________________________
Opening will be in: Hard pavement _____ Grass Area _____ Opening Size: ______________
Type of opening:   Tunnel _____ Bored _____ Open hole _____
Purpose of opening: ____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Provide sketch of street and opening location.

Rules and Regulations: The recipient of this permit agrees to do all work of excavation, refilling and temporary and/or permanent repairing in accordance with the Rules and Regulations of the Village of Evendale, Ohio which include but are not limited to the following:

1) Replaced in like kind or better;
2) All streets are to bored or tunneled unless otherwise stated;
3) Restoration within pavement or within 2’ of pavement must be backfilled with small granular material;
4) If pavement is asphalt, replace with not less than 11”; 9-1/2” – 301- no lift to exceed 5”; -404-final course to be trimmed and all vertical joints to be sealed. The above in accordance with Ohio Department of Transportation Specifications;
5) If pavement is concrete, replace with not less than 10” of concrete plus 6” concrete underout and keyed in accordance with item #452 of the Ohio Department of Transportation Specifications; or latest specifications adopted by same;
6) The service department superintendent must be notified a day in advance of restoration work (563-4338);
7) Inspection sheet must be signed by a Village of Evendale representative;
8) Permanent restoration must be made within three days after the street is opened;
9) Failure to comply with rules and regulations will result in forfeiture of bond and/or refusal of future street opening permits.

Applicant’s Signature: ____________________________________________

Approved by: ______________________________________ Date: ______________
Title: ______________________________________________________

Copy to:  Engineer: _____  Police: _____  Tax: _____